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Abstract: In contrast with the research of new models, little attention has been
paid to the impact of low or high-quality data feeding a dialogue system. The present paper makes the ﬁrst attempt to ﬁll this gap by extending our previous work
on question-answering (QA) systems by investigating the effect of misspelling on
QA agents and how context changes can enhance the responses. Instead of using
large language models trained on huge datasets, we propose a method that
enhances the model's score by modifying only the quality and structure of the data
feed to the model. It is important to identify the features that modify the agent
performance because a high rate of wrong answers can make the students lose
their interest in using the QA agent as an additional tool for distant learning.
The results demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed context simpliﬁcation
exceeds 85%. These ﬁndings shed light on the importance of question data quality
and context complexity construct as key dimensions of the QA system. In conclusion, the experimental results on questions and contexts showed that controlling
and improving the various aspects of data quality around the QA system can signiﬁcantly enhance his robustness and performance.
Keywords: DataOps; data quality; QA system; nlp; context simpliﬁcation

1 Introduction
One of the missions of universities is the dissemination of knowledge. With the COVID-19 pandemic,
most of the courses have gone online [1]. Students found themselves alone overnight, without any support or
assistance on distance learning. Forums try to help students reduce difﬁculties and dark spots in a course,
typically by creating discussion groups between students and teachers [2]. Dialogue system such as QA
agent is an additional brick in the tools made available to students for better courses assimilation [3].
Teachers write their online courses in the most suitable format according to the discipline, target
audience, and speciﬁc course needs. This freedom generates a multitude of text structures and styles. This
format's diversity is not suited for Natural Language Processing (NLP) or understanding (NLU).
There are two approaches to developing a QA agent: Model-Centric and Data-Centric [4]. In a ModelCentric view, we focus on the model (its parameters, iterations, and optimization) and leave the data with
some imperfections. The process is to maintain the data in its initial state and iteratively modify hyperparameters or training algorithms to improve the model. In the Data-Centric view, data is as important as
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the conﬁguration and model development cycle [5,6]. The model remains the same, and we do iterations to
enhance data quality and modify its structure [7]. Several tools are used to improve their consistency by
preparing homogenous and high-quality data [8]. Indeed, the data scientists’ community has led an active
and fascinating research topic on data quality for decades. Liu et al. [9] propose a data-centric approach
to workﬂow development and the introduction of a standardized data representation to encode
heterogeneous results for generative and retrieval models, such as transforming an unstructured text
corpus into a knowledge graph. The practical aspect of increasing data quality is through methods such as
double-checking, consistency measurement with Cronbach's alpha, or random checking, to name a few.
Thus, verifying the consistency of data, in some cases, is more effortless than searching or generating
new data. This approach will allow the model to increase accuracy and prediction. Improving data quality
can have a better effect than more compromised data [8]. Cleaning up the noise in data can be equally
effective as collecting new data.
Generative models trained on large-scale datasets are effective as a QA agent. If used without ﬁlter or
checker, it runs into ethical issues like misogyny or racism due to the datasets they are trained on. Biases,
especially stereotypes of gender, race, or religion, contained in the training data inevitably emerge in the
model's behavior [10]. In GPT-3, [11] found male gender dominance with manual and physical
occupations and the opposite in nursing and reception occupations. When it comes to training highcapacity models on large-scale datasets, there is a rising concern about data contamination which casts
doubt on their actual performance and whether they are overly optimistic about their models’ scores [11].
The challenge for generative models is to have normative data sources and an appropriate vocabulary to
mitigate these biases. Therefore, adopting a QA system based on a generative schema is not
recommended for a teaching environment.
The classic development cycle in a deep learning project begins with the scope deﬁnition and data
collection (ﬁltered depending on the problem treated). Then, we train-test-validate the model. Finally, we
deploy it in production. Model building, deployment, and monitoring are all automated. The model is
monitored to have feedback about his behavior in production and if it is working satisfactorily. Having
good data and the right model is the start of the overall deploying and operating process. Niu et al. [12]
applied different paraphrasing levels and grammar errors to the dialog model's training. The target
became more robust to adversarial inputs and responded better to original inputs. DataOps is a data
integration of end-to-end collaborative practices and culture across all project phases [5], with an
emphasis on a data view. Continuous integration (part of DataOps) helps deliver high-quality software by
iterative adjustment in data and parameters. A deep learning project has the particularity of having many
stakeholders directly or indirectly involved in a Deep Learning project like developers, security, data
scientists, and Data-engineers. Training and tuning the deep learning model is just part of the information
system [13]. Therefore, its integration into the information system must not bring functionalities
deterioration. Using these organizations’ forms reduces life cycle development and allows better
collaboration between team members. Rather than focus on enhancing the model only, DataOps cares
about end-to-end data improvement. From the point of view of data quality, the log and monitoring data
are used to track how the model reacts in real situations and how data changes cause the model
performance to degrade [14,15]. The monitoring data is stored in a schema conforming to the needs and
organized from a data perspective used to improve the model's training cycle, as shown in Fig. 1. One of
the main challenges for DataOps is to provide strategies for quality data production across all the phases
of the QA system lifecycle.
The main objective of this study is to identify how the quality of data affects QA systems and what key
features will enhance the QA agent responses. The present article is organized into three main parts. In
Section 2, we introduce several aspects of QA system data quality. Next, Section 3 describes, in detail,
the methodology, the model, and proposed types of change. In Section 4, we present our experimental
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analysis and the effects of various features on data quality. Also, we will question if syntactically complex
sentences result in more wrong answers contrary to baseline sentences. Intuitively, a sentence that uses turns
of phrase and less frequent vocabulary is considered complex construction. A direct sentence with basic
vocabulary is considered as a baseline sentence suitable for QA system responses. Finally, Section
5 summarizes our ﬁndings and presents prospects.

Model training
data

Data quality aspects

Context

Question
Q
QAsystem

Data M
Monitoring

Figure 1: A description of the various aspects of QA system data quality

Figure 2: Overview of the experimental workﬂow
2 QA System's Data Quality
Instead of focusing on models’ capacity only with the number of parameters and the size of training text
data, we can improve the quality and integrity of the data used in model training. Renggli et al. [8] illustrated
the importance of images quality and how noisy labels can alter the model's recognition results. Fig. 1
describes various aspects of data quality for a QA system. White arrows indicate the facets of the data
quality of the QA system. The gray arrow presents the monitoring data relayed back to the training phase
where the model is continuously changing and adjusting. It is composed of context, questions,
monitoring, and training data. Logging data gives an idea about how the QA agent responds to students.
We cannot control the quality of the question since it is an external input to the QA system. For the
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context, investigating the syntactic structure and its complexity could shed light on some criteria to enhance
QA system understanding and response extractions.
2.1 The Model
There are different levers we can use to improve QA agent responses. There are many options for
developing an NLP system in general or a closed domain question-answering system. Either we can
develop our model from scratch or ﬁne-tune an existing model (transfer learning) to enhance capabilities
on speciﬁc topics. In the ﬁrst case, we use several large-scale datasets for training. With the emergence of
large datasets, there is a race in their addition for training. To the authors’ knowledge, the most efﬁcient
models to date are GPT-3, T5, and Wu-DAO 2.0. They are characterized by their large capacities, the
number of parameters, and their energy-intensive consumption during training. GPT-3 is a pre-trained
language representation, has the same structure as its previous generative model GPT-2, with 175 trillion
parameters, and beneﬁts from a set of large training datasets [11]. GTP-3 organized 45TB of data to
extract clean 570GB training data. GPT-3 is task-agnostic that must train on task-speciﬁc datasets to
better succeed in requested functions. The often followed agile approach is to train the model on a
dataset. Then improve the dataset and re-train the model on the new dataset. Lastly, compare the results.
However, the number of datasets should not gain importance over their relevance. Depending on the
model's objective, selected datasets must contain a minimum of relevant features. Feature engineering
consists of selecting datasets with relevant features or extracting new data from a combination of existing
or new data sources.
The other approach is: we choose the appropriate datasets for our model and we train, test, and validate
the model. Datasets that contain errors or inappropriate domain data result in a model that does not perform
well [12]. Data scientists spend a lot of their time ﬁltering and cleaning data, which shows the importance of
high-quality data. Dataset choices inﬂuence the behavior of the model and its responses. Indeed, we cannot
train a formal QA system on an informal chat social network dataset. Additionally, a model trained on this
kind of dataset can have inappropriate racist or misogynistic utterances.
2.2 Monitoring
QA systems are only as good as the data they interact with, so it is no surprise that data quality is a major
focus. Monitoring can be a valuable tool to enhance its faculty to deliver a high-quality service. It ensures that
the QA system behaves in ways aligned with the educational sector. From a data Quality-Driven View, ﬁnegrained monitoring tags some criteria like accuracy, cohesiveness, degradation over time, or completeness to
improve data quality and discover the effects of low-quality data propagation through the numerous phases.
Ré et al. [16] demonstrate how we can improve data quality throughout the system's lifecycle. One of the
most promising approaches to improve the resilience of a QA system is to improve the external data
(questions and contexts). By using approaches like context cleaning, formatting, and correction pipelines.
As DataOps attempts to understand, measure, and enhance the performances of Machine Learning (ML)
models but also the distribution of data throughout the pipelines. The common approach where monitoring
can improve the QA system is by continuous improvement [8]. The cycle starts by collecting insights. We
study how the QA system responds to students’ questions and the rate of correct responses and compare them
to foreseen outcomes. Feedback loops provide the ability to adapt the model and deliver rapidly.
2.3 Context
The other way to go is improving the quality of data given to the model. Data quality must improve
access to the appropriate information and make data analysis easier. It has a direct impact on the quality
of the QA system. Wang et al. [17] deﬁned four dimensions for data quality: accuracy to measure the
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accordance with the correct value, relevancy about the ﬁeld of application, representation to check if data are
presented clearly, and accessibility to measure data availability.
In this approach, the model remains the same, and changes are made on the unstructured data from
which the QA system draws its answer (see Fig. 2). A good quality structure can bring out patterns in the
context, hidden relationships between entities and thus change the score of the chosen response [14].
Low-quality data with symbols and unreadable sequences like equations give inconsistent meaning and
mislead the QA system about the right answer. Several errors can be in the course texts and affect the QA
agent's response:





Spelling or grammar errors;
Using different encodings;
Duplication or similarity of paragraphs;
Missing data.

There are strategies to improve poor-quality data, like outliers elimination or replacing missing values by
mean or neutral values [6]. For unstructured data like text, we can change ambiguous words by clear words,
basic vocabulary, and even reformulate sentences or their orders. For this purpose, the authors adopted the
text simpliﬁcation strategy. The concept of text simpliﬁcation was inspired by Crossley et al.’s study [18] on
simpliﬁcation of advanced text for L2 students learning a second foreign language. The paper is based on
several parameters like words number, cohesion, and syntactic complexity to rate the text. Based on these
criteria, we can choose the parameters that seem adapted to the context of our study. Crossley et al. [19]
suggested that a vocabulary over-simpliﬁcation may lead to more confusing text construction. It raises
questions about the relationship between the construction of sentences and QA system responses. Is it
more difﬁcult to handle a context with complex syntactic sentences? And if it is the case, are there fewer
errors in baseline sentences than in complex sentences?
2.4 Question
A priori, the way the question is asked inﬂuences the response extracted from the context. Errors in the
question change the meaning and information the user is looking for and consequently the selected document
or context [12,20]. A proxy applied to the question will prevent inappropriate behavior of the model in a
structured and formal environment like education. Therefore, this proxy will necessarily have a positive
impact on the QA system [14]. It must be accompanied by ﬁlters that detect and correct misspelling and
grammar errors.
Correcting single words or correcting words in context are the two approaches to use. The ﬁrst technique
uses the Savary algorithm [21], based on edit distance and elementary repair hypothesis (insertion, deletion,
substitution, and transposition) [14]. The second, utilizing Part-Of-Speech (POS)-tagging, inspects the entire
context to ﬁnd errors and correct them [20]. All these solutions can be grafted into the initial solution without
requiring a large structure or code change using aspect-oriented programming [22]. Relying on the QA
system model is not the only way to have reliable results. One of the aims of this study is to understand
the effect of misspelling on QA system responses. Furthermore, we attend to explore how it evolves.
3 Materials and Methods
When choosing a QA agent for our e-learning system, we can opt for a global QA system that handles
the questions of all courses or a QA system that points to a particular course. The global QA system requires
an additional step; it must ﬁnd the corresponding course to the student question and then answer it from the
course content. The classiﬁcation task is carried out by choosing the closest course to the context of the
question. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a statistical technique used in many
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applications, like search engines, text mining, and document retrieval [23]. It extracts the terms from the
question and searches for the highest-scoring document from a list of ranked courses. Some common text
retrieval techniques are neural information retrieval [9,24], Bag of Words (BOW), and BM-25 [25]. In
our study, the main objective is to identify some levers that can help to enhance the correctness of QA
system responses. Consequently, we will focus on a QA system that points to the course's data in its
current version. It aims to respond to questions given a passage or context. All the contexts we use for
our study are from Wikipedia. For database design, we rely on Open edX learning management system
architecture (see Fig. 3) [26]. The QA system is presented as:
fparams : Xq;c ! Y



where fparams a nonlinear function, Xq;c

(1)



question
, Y is the answer.
context
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Figure 3: A comparative analysis of the context's sentence length using the three categories {Correct,
Partial, Wrong}
3.1 Types of Context's Changes
There are two main approaches to improve the scoring of the QA system: improve the model or improve
the quality of the data processed by the model. Extracting information from a text is more difﬁcult for a text
with a complex construction than a simple structure. Allen [27] speciﬁes two methods to simplify the context:
the structural and intuitive process. The intuitive methodology does not follow any constraints and is based
on the writer's intuition and personal judgment [28]. In addition, the intuitive approach is subjective,
imprecise, and difﬁcult to quantify. On the other hand, the structural process has rules and a set of words
and structures to follow, such as avoiding relative clauses use, relative pronouns, and other advanced
grammar constructions like tense, passive voice, or subject-verb agreement. It allows the writers to have
similar text construction [29]. These rules objectively guide the teacher to write a simple structured course.
Other context changes can improve the results of the QA system and several constructions (declarative
sentence, relative clauses, passive sentence) that can be used and have a positive or negative effect on the QA
system's understanding of the context. In our study, we have restricted our changes to two approaches:
Explicit and Short sentences because they are less subject to interpretation, easy to apply, and less invasive.
The Explicit method is to replace personal pronouns with their proper names. Hence, the modiﬁed
context is of lower quality and repetitive. Our goal is to facilitate the QA system's comprehension and not
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the literary quality of the text or the written style. In a short sentence, we reduce the number of words in the
text that contain the answer. As the length of the text increases, the amount of information it can contain
makes it difﬁcult to understand and extract the answer [18]. It is a simple and less invasive technique
where each sentence brieﬂy describes an idea. It consists in splitting long texts into units of ideas and
separating them into independent phrases. Sentence length can correlate to the number of contained ideas.
Short sentences have simple construction without irrelevant details and leave no doubt about the sentence
meaning [27]. They are direct sentences with precis words that make the context easier to process. Tab. 1
presents an example of explicit and short sentence changes.
Table 1: Examples of context’ changes and their impact on answers
Type of change

Components

Example

a) Explicit

1-Question
Where was Peter hiding?
2-Original context ...He was hiding in a bush and was so scared he could not move.
...Peter was hiding from his enemies.
3-Original answer from his enemies
4-Modiﬁed context ...Peter was hiding in a bush and was so scared he could not move.
...Peter was hiding from his enemies.
5-New answer
In a bush
b) Short Sentence 1-Question
What does DCL stand for?
2-Original context ...may be informally classed as subcategories, commonly: a data
query language (DQL), a data deﬁnition language (DDL), a data
context language (DCL), and a data management layer (DML).
3-Original answer A data management layer
4-Modiﬁed context ...may be informally classed as subcategories, commonly: a data
query layer (DQL). A data deﬁnition language (DDL). A data
context language (DCL). A data management layer (DML).
5-New answer
A data context language

Initial test (1-2-3) is followed by the adjusted context with the correct answer (1-4-5) from the QA
system after applying one of the two types of adjustments.
3.2 Dataset Preparation
We prepared two datasets to test our QA system. The ﬁrst is for studying the effect of context changes
(QA-system-context-changes), while the second is for testing how the QA system reacts to questions spelling
errors (QA-system-spelling-errors).
Dataset-1: In the ﬁrst part, we worked on 82 questions about Python and SQL. The context of these
questions is from Wikipedia. Every question includes its context as well as the correct answer. A ﬁrst
iteration is carried out by injecting the question with its context into the R-NET model. We compare the
produced answer with the correct answer. Afterward, we classify the obtained answers into three
categories: correct (ground truth answer), partial (incomplete answer), and wrong [30].
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fparams :

Question
Contextwith changes



8
< Correct
! Y Partial
:
Wrong

(2)

Questions with an incorrect or partial answer are subjected to two parallel and separate treatments:
explicit and short sentences. Each 6-tuples contains a question, an original context, a ﬁrst answer, a
modiﬁed context, and a second answer. The results obtained will be used to compare the two methods.
The ﬁrst method is “Explicit” we replace all personal pronouns with their nouns in the context. The
second method is “Short sentences” which entails incorporating short sentences into the context. In both
scenarios, we compare the responses obtained from the model with the original correct responses.
Dataset-2: In the second part, we took only the questions and the modiﬁed contexts having a correct
answer. We tested their behavior against degrading question quality [14,31]. The quality of the question
can be affected by several factors, like spelling, grammatical and syntactic errors. Therefore, we restricted
our choice to the least subjective: substitution error. Substitution involves misspelling or typing errors like
changing a character in a speciﬁc word with another (example: “agree” become “afree”). Vilares et al.
[32] used a misspelling generator with a range of error rates varying from 0% to 60%, with 10% steps
between them. In our case, we tested only {1-2-3}-misspellings. Because in a concrete situation, it is
unlikely that a student makes more than three misspelling errors in one question, even in noisy environments.
8


< Correct
Question þ g1;2;3
! Y Partial
(3)
fparams :
Context
:
Wrong
where: η1,2,3 is the perturbation in questions.
We have divided the spelling errors into three degrees: 1-spelling error, 2-spelling error, and 3-spelling
error. The next step is to generate ten questions with an n-spelling error for each question and category. The
result of our dataset generation is a set of 670 tuples per n-spelling error for a total of 2010 tuples. The last
step is to compare the provided answer with the correct one. During the tests, the context remained the same.
In this study, we rely on 300-dimensional pre-trained word vectors wiki-news-300d-1M.vec. It is a 1million-word representation trained on the following datasets: Wikipedia 2017, UMBC webbase corpus,
and statmt.org news [33]. During our tests, we used a dialogue system based on R-NET as it is [34]. RNET is trained on large-scale datasets for understanding and question answering, namely SQuAD and
MS-MARCO. SQuAD has plus 100,000 questions related to 365 Wikipedia documents and necessary
responses to questions based on the context. It restricts responses to the space of all potential spans inside
the reference context, as opposed to cloze-style reading comprehension datasets, it limits responses to
particular words or entities [30].
The word embedded question and context are pre-processed by a bidirectional recurrent neural network
(Bi-RNN) independently [35]. After that, we use an attention-based RNN, getting a perceptive question
representation of the context. Then, we apply self-matching attention to assemble indications from the
entire context and ﬁne-tune the context representation. Finally, it is fed to the output layer to get the
answer prediction through a pointer network. In simple terms, it predicts the answer start and end
positions in each passage by a speciﬁc question. R-NET obtains ∼80 F1 score and ∼72 EM score on the
SQuAD-v1.1 dev set.
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4 Experimental Results
4.1 Impact of Context Changes on QA System Responses
Now that we have described the experimental setup (DS-1: QA-system-context-changes), we report the
performances of each of the proposed experiments. Since this study focuses on the impact of context and
questions on the QA system, the subsequent subsections will describe the results of the experiments,
analyze them, and discuss the effect of “Explicit” and “Short sentence” changes of the context. It is
necessary to rely on clear indices and measures, to scale the impact of data quality on QA system
performance [36]. Accuracy for the QA system appears as follow [37]:
Accuracy ¼ 1 

Number of wrong responses
Number of all responses

(4)

In the initial group, we started with a QA system having an accuracy value of 0.58. It is an average score
and reﬂects an unsatisfactory behavior of the QA system. Since the accuracy value of 1 represents an
excellent QA system, and near 0 is a mediocre one. If we count the partial answers as wrong answers,
accuracy decreases to a value of 0.47.
Changing the context with the “Explicit” approach improves the score by 0.16, resulting in an
AccuracyExplicit of 0.74. The “Short sentence” change improves the score by 0.17, resulting in an
AccuracyShort of 0.75. By grouping the “Explicit” and “Short Sentence” changes, we improve the
accuracy of the QA system to 85% (see Tab. 2). The fact that the two methods intervene on different
sentences of the context (intersection 2%) makes these two methods complementary.
Table 2: Impact of context changes on the score of the Q&A agent. Intersection is the percent where the two
methods have the same positive effect. Cumulative is the union of the two methods “Explicit” and “Short
Sentence”
Context changes
No change

Explicit

Short sentence

Intersection

Cumulative

58%

74%

75%

2%

85%

4.2 The Length of the Sentence in the Context
Fig. 3 indicates the noteworthy inﬂuence of sentence length on QA system results. Correct sentences
have a lower average words length than partial or wrong answers. There is a good correlation between
correct answers and short sentences of the context. According to the results, the category of wrong
answers has a higher sentence length than other categories. Wrong answers have a median value of
27 and 25 for the partial category.
The following Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the QA system responses according to the sentence
length. Comparatively, the category of correct answers has the lower value for the median 16. While
wrong and partial answers do not have a signiﬁcant difference in the average sentence length, correct
answers length is lower than the other two categories.
As seen in Fig. 4, the probability of correct replies decreases as the length of the statement increases.
Fig. 4 shows that most incorrect responses go into the range ‘W’, whereas most correct answers fall into
the range ‘C’. As a result, about 80% of the QA system's correct answers are in the ‘C’ area. The
distribution of partial responses is principally in range ‘W’ rather than range ‘C’. These results provide
no relevant information about partial answers except that the partial responses have an average length
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close to wrong answers. For the ‘C’ area, we obtain an AccuracyC−area of 82%. Whereas, for the ‘W’ area, the
score drops by half to an AccuracyW−area of 42%.

60

E
% (2)
% (3)

50

W area
W area

Number of words

70

--- Correct
--- Partial
--- Wrong

40

C area

30
20
10
0

Sentences

Figure 4: Inﬂuence of sentence length on the correctness and repartition of responses
Based on the previous results, the authors could observe that the QA system is more efﬁcient when the
context is constructed of short sentences. Likewise, shorter sentences increase QA system performance by
almost 20%. Thus, the “Short sentence” can be considered a reliable criterion for QA system data quality.
4.3 Adversarial Attack on Questions
In this section, we will evaluate the robustness of the QA system when exposed to misspelling mistakes
in questions (DS-2: QA-system-spelling-errors). The quality of the question takes multiple aspects: spelling,
grammar, and syntax errors. Making errors can compromise the understanding of the QA agent and thus the
response it will provide.
According to the results, the 1-spelling error test reached 137 wrong answers. With only one misspelling
error, we have augmented the errors by 20%. For the 2-spelling error test, 224 answers belong to the category
of wrong answers, 14 to the partial category, and 432 to the correct, representing 33%, 2%, and 65%,
respectively. The 3-spelling error category reached 295 wrong answers representing approximately 44%
of correct answers. These results showed that the category of wrong answers represents a trend to
decrease with the increase of misspelling errors. On the other hand, the partial category varies slightly
around 11 but does not give a clear trend. It remains negligible compared to the two main categories
(Correct, Wrong). Similar to the explicit and short sentence categories, we calculate the accuracy for the
n-spelling errors (Accuracy1spError is 79%, Accuracy2spError is 67%, and Accuracy3spError is 56%). The
results show more pronounced degradation in the ﬁrst misspelling error than in the second or third
mistake. Detailed distribution of responses by the number of errors and context changes is in Appendix A
in the supplementary materials.
The curves of the category of correct answers show that contexts labeled with the “Explicit” method
are more “resistant” to spelling errors. Indeed, we see a slower degradation of correct responses than for
the “Short sentence” context or the original context. Likewise, the growth in incorrect answers for the
original context “Explicit” is slower than for the other categories. Also, the correct answers follow
the same trend. Although without reaching statistical signiﬁcance, the “Explicit” category shows better
“resistance” to spelling errors, it plays somewhat an immunization role against adversarial attacks. Thus,
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the authors recommend using the “Explicit” method in the ﬁrst place for context changes before applying
“short sentence” change.
The partial category is difﬁcult to automate for an NLP system and usually requires human intervention
to classify. In addition, the partial category does not follow a clear trend or pattern. Figs. 5 and 6 show that the
partial category is closer to the wrong category and has several shared characteristics with it. To summarize,
with “Explicit” and “Short Sentence” changes, the model becomes resistant and shows greater robustness to
adversarial examples.
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Figure 5: A comparative analysis between {1-2-3}-spelling errors and their impact on categories of responses
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Figure 6: Charts showing the evolution of correct (a), wrong (b) and partial (c) answers with respect to the
type of change and the number of errors in the question
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5 Discussion
Deciding on the quality of unstructured data is very subjective. For the authors, it depends on the needs
and the purpose for which we use the data [37]. Adapting the course to the QA agent is one of the possible
ways to improve the responses. According to the preceding sections, there are several ways to process any
new course to match the QA system requirements [15]. In some cases, the use of personal pronouns confuses
the QA system. Replacing personal pronouns with their explicit values improves QA system responses (see
Tab. 1). We have shown that it is more difﬁcult to bring out the correct answers from contexts where the
sentences are long. The adoption of short sentences for the context facilitates the work for the QA
system. Of course, the efﬁciency of text simpliﬁcation involves adopting as much as possible, simple,
clear, and non-invasive methods to reduce the syntactic complexity of the context.
As a summary, this study has made the following observations:
 Not every business can use large models due to the size, technical limitations, and infrastructure
expenses. Therefore, the authors recommend using more common models like R-NET or BERT
and focusing on the model's external actors and their data quality.
 We introduced a simple and original way, based on context's data quality, for enhancing QA system
performance.
 Our study focused on “Explicit” personal pronouns and short sentences as two ways to simplify the
text and make the QA system robust to adversarial attacks.
 Having as clear and correct questions as possible is a promising strategy to improve the QA system
scoring.
 Based on the results, the authors recommend a spelling correction pipeline to avoid student errors and
get a better QA system scoring [38]. A vast choice of pipelines is at our hands, we can use yandex.
Speller, Damerau Levenshtein [38–40].
 Use a version dedicated to the QA system in e-learning systems implementing the “Explicit” and
“Short sentence” criteria.
 Both changes play an immunization role against question misspelling (Appendix A).
Although the two used methods record good results, there are limitations related to the impossibility of
applying the two methods to all sentences. Indeed, some incorrect responses following the ﬁrst use of R-NET
were already explicit and short sentences. Also, we should test the proposed method on other models to
conﬁrm these ﬁndings such as BERT and GPT-2 with good scores in NLP tasks [41]. A second limitation
lies in the lack of ability to automate the two methods for the corpus of every course. Finnaly, The study
focus on accuracy as the main criteria for the evaluation of the “explicit” and “Short sentence” methods
whereas there is other quality dimensions for an NLP model like robustness, precision, and perplexity.
6 Conclusion
The traditional way of writing a course for an e-learning system is not suitable for automatic language
processing. We have also seen that the race for new models is not the only voice to follow. In addition to the
draft version and the published version, we propose to have a QA agent version. The structure of this version
should be based on short sentences and avoid personal pronouns. It will increase the QA system performance
and the rate of correct answers.
Thus, some combinations of context simpliﬁcation or short sentences with error-free questions can
enhance the QA system answers. Thereafter, we can choose the features which seem adapted to the
context of our experience and the QA system, such as the number of words or the complexity of the
vocabulary. According to those experiments, questions misspelling was a source of incorrect responses
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and thus caused the QA system's failure to respond to student inquiries. Thereby, it is necessary to have a QA
system that can deal with misspelling questions. Having an effective QA system is not just dependent on
model intrinsic performance. The structure of the question, as well as the context, must be considered. In
future work, we will study context classiﬁcation based on previous criteria, investigate types of
constructions that perform better than others, and propose a global text simpliﬁcation process for QA
systems.
Data Availability: The data used to support the ﬁndings of this study are available at https://www.github.
com/rachidkarra/ds-questions-contexts
Funding Statement: The authors received no speciﬁc funding for this study.
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Appendix A

Distribution of QA system's responses by context changes {Original, Explicit and Short sentence} and
number of errors {1sp-1sp-3sp Errors}.
Original context

1spError
2spError
3spError
Σ − spError

Explicit change

Short sentence change

Correct

Partial

Wrong

Correct
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302
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7
9
7
23
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118
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1
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